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  Featured Display:
Friends Are...

For Back-to-School time or anytime, here’s a fun 
display that reminds students to demonstrate 
the positive traits of friendship. Attach the 
fence pieces and characters to fit your display 
space, then add “Friends Are...” in letters on 
the large green sign. Write character traits 
on accent leaves and tape them to the fence. 
Encourage students to come up with more traits 
to add to your display. For other seasons, use 
these accents: snowflakes (winter), green leaves 
(spring), or flowers (summer).

 Keep the theme going 
T-8313 Furry Friends™ Clubhouse Bulletin Board Set
T-10848 Furry Friends™ Mini Accents Variety Pack
T-11403 Furry Friends™ Terrific Papers™

T-92620  Furry Fur Terrific Trimmers®

T-92621 Furry Friends™ Faces Terrific Trimmers®

T-68040 Furry Friends™ Name Tags
T-12052 I met my Goal (Furry Friends™) Bookmarks

 You’l l need
T-8314  Furry Friends™ Year-Round Fence 

Bulletin Board Set
T-9873 Blue Terrific Trimmers®

T-79724 Blue 2" Playful Ready Letters®

T-9873 Blue Terrific Trimmers®

T-10813 Fall Leaves Mini Accents Variety Pack
T-10940 Fall Leaves Classic Accents® Variety Pack 

Tape, markers, and foam core.
s

More on 
back

Furry Friends™ Year-Round Fence   T-8314
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Additional activ ity: Lost & Found
(Not pictured) Introduce students to your classroom 
with a “Lost & Found” scavenger hunt. Take 
photos of classroom objects and post them on 
your fence display. Invite students to hunt for these 
objects in your classroom. After everyone has had 
a chance to hunt, point to each photo and ask 
students to name it and tell where it can be found. 
This is a fun way for students to get to know their 
new learning environment. 

Use fence pieces in a variety 
of combinations. Set includes 

accessories for all four seasons!

  Featured Display:
Give Kids a Hand!

For a fun and easy welcome-back-to-school display, use the Furry 
Friends™ Year-Round Fence. Assemble the fence to fit your space, 
and add the seasonal base pieces to complement your climate. 
Write student names on Handprints Mini Accents and arrange 
these along the fence. To complete the display, use the sign 
piece from the set to write a welcoming message. Students will 
have fun looking for their names and meeting new friends.

 You’l l need
T-8314 Furry Friends™ Year-Round Fence 
 Bulletin Board Set
T-80011 Grass Terrific Trimmers®

T-92139 Clouds Terrific Trimmers®

T-9873 Blue Terrific Trimmers®

T-10831 Handprints Mini Accents


